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A B S T R A C T

Exposure to diesel exhaust particles (DEP) may contribute to endothelial dysfunction and cardiovascular disease.
DEP, extractable organic material from DEP (DEP-EOM) and certain PAHs seem to trigger [Ca2+]i increase as
well as inflammation via GPCRs like βARs and PAR-2. In the present study we explored the involvement of βARs
and PAR-2 in effects of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i and expression of inflammation-associated genes in the endothelial
cell-line HMEC-1. We exposed the human microvascular endothelial cell line HMEC-1 to DEP-EOM fractionated
by sequential extraction with solvents of increasing polarity: n-hexane (n-Hex-EOM), dichloromethane (DCM-
EOM), methanol (Methanol-EOM) and water (Water-EOM). While Methanol-EOM and Water-EOM had no
marked effects, n-Hex-EOM and DCM-EOM enhanced [Ca2+]i (2–3 times baseline) and expression of in-
flammation-associated genes (IL-1α, IL-1β, COX-2 and CXCL8; 2–15 times baseline) in HMEC-1. The expression
of βARs (60–80% of baseline) and βAR-inhibitor carazolol suppressed the increase in [Ca2+]i induced by both n-
Hex- and DCM-EOM. Carazolol as well as the Ca2+-channel inhibitor SKF-96365 reduced the DCM-EOM-induced
pro-inflammatory gene-expression. Overexpression of βARs increased DCM-EOM-induced [Ca2+]i responses in
HEK293 cells, while βAR-overexpression suppressed [Ca2+]i responses from n-Hex-EOM. Furthermore, the PAR-
2-inhibitor ENMD-1068 attenuated [Ca2+]i responses to DCM-EOM, but not n-Hex-EOM in HMEC-1.

The results suggest that βAR and PAR-2 are partially involved in effects of complex mixtures of chemicals
extracted from DEP on calcium signalling and inflammation-associated genes in the HMEC-1 endothelial cell-
line.

1. Introduction

Air pollution especially particulate matter (PM), is one of the
leading environmental causes of cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Brook
et al., 2010; HEI, 2017). PM seems to contribute to CVD and progres-
sion of atherosclerosis via endothelial dysfunction (Donaldson et al.,
2001; Moller et al., 2011; Krishnan et al. 2012; Brook and Rajagopalan
2012), defined as an alteration of endothelial cells towards a pro-in-
flammatory and pro-constrictive phenotype (Dharmashankar and

Widlansky, 2010; Ramji and Davies, 2015). However, the precise mo-
lecular mechanisms involved in this process are still largely unknown
Campen (2012).

Diesel exhaust particles (DEP) are major constituents of urban PM
and contain complex mixtures of organic chemicals adhered to the
surfaces of carbon cores (Cohen et al., 2004; Grahame et al., 2014;
Maricq, 2007). Many biologic effects of DEP have been attributed to
soluble organic chemicals such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), quinones and dioxins as well as modified PAHs such as nitro-
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PAHs (Bonvallot et al., 2001; Brinchmann et al., 2018a, b; Kawasaki
et al., 2001; Keebaugh et al., 2015; Totlandsdal et al., 2012). Lipophilic
compounds such as PAHs may rapidly diffuse across the alveolar-ca-
pillary barrier into the bloodstream and target the vasculature
(Brinchmann et al., 2018b; Gerde, 2001; Penn et al., 2005).

Beta-adrenoceptors (βARs) are G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs)
that transmit signalling from the catecholamine hormones adrenaline
and noradrenaline acting as regulators of stress responses (Santos and
Spadari-Bratfisch, 2006). While β1- and β2ARs are expressed in the
lung, heart, vasculature and peripheral tissues, β3-ADRs are mainly
expressed in adipose tissue (Bylund et al., 1994; Lowell and Flier,
1997). The overall role of βAR signalling is to regulate cardio-
pulmonary function and immune responses, and these receptors are
thus among the main drug-targets in CVD treatment (De Backer, 2003;
Kolmus et al., 2015; Wachter and Gilbert, 2012). PAHs such as pyrene,
benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P), benzo[e]pyrene and chrysene, as well as 1-
nitropyrene (1-NP) known to be present in DEP increase intracellular
calcium concentration [Ca2+]i in the human bronchial epithelial cell-
line (BEAS-2B) and human microvascular endothelial cell-line (HMEC-
1) (Mayati et al., 2014, 2012a; Mayati et al., 2012b). β2ARs were in-
volved in effects on [Ca2+]i triggered by B[a]P and 1-NP (Mayati et al.,
2014, 2012b). Furthermore, [Ca2+]i in endothelial cells regulates blood
pressure and flow via endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and
more directly via Ca2+-regulated K+-channels and myoendothelial
microdomains (Moller et al., 2011; Sandow et al., 2009, 2012). Inter-
estingly, diesel exhaust exposure seem to impair calcium-dependent
vasomotor function in healthy men (Barath et al., 2010; Lucking et al.,
2011); an effect that may relate to disturbed endothelial [Ca2+]i.

Inflammatory effects of organic chemicals known to be present on
DEP, seem to depend on increased [Ca2+]i (Mayati et al., 2014;
Monteiro et al., 2008; N'Diaye et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 1996). We have
previously shown that βARs may be involved in [Ca2+]i increase and
induction of the pro-inflammatory chemokine CXCL8 in human bron-
chial epithelial BEAS-2B cells exposed to 1-NP, one of the dominating
nitro-PAHs in DEP (Mayati et al., 2014). Other GPCRs have also been
implicated in DEP-induced Ca2+ signaling and inflammation. Ex-
tractable organic material of DEP (DEP-EOM) increased [Ca2+]i via
protease activated receptor 2 (PAR-2) in primary human bronchial cells
(Li et al., 2011). Furthermore, DEP-induced inflammatory responses in
BEAS2B, HMEC-1 and primary endothelial cells seemed at least partly
dependent on PAR-2 (Bach et al., 2015; Brinchmann et al., 2018b). PAR
activation may promote conversion of endothelial cells into a pro-in-
flammatory phenotype. In conditions with endothelial dysfunction,
PARs also mediate contraction and may thus contribute to athero-
sclerosis and hypertension (Alberelli and De Candia, 2014).

DEP and DEP-EOM have been shown to induce calcium signalling,
and pro-inflammatory responses in endothelial cells (Brinchmann et al.,
2018a,b; Lawal et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2013). Furthermore, GPCRs seem
to be involved in calcium responses and activation of pro-inflammatory
responses induced by organic chemicals known to be presents in DEP
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a,b; Li et al., 2011; Mayati et al., 2014, 2012b).
Based on this, we explored the hypothesis that βARs and PAR-2, are
involved in effects of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i and expression of in-
flammation-associated genes in the endothelial cell-line HMEC-1.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and hydrocortisone purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). L-Glutamine (200mM) purchased from
Thermo Fischer Scientific (Scotland); endothelial growth factor from
Nerliens Meszansky (Oslo, Norway); penicillin and streptomycin from
Lonza (Walkersville, MD, USA); MCDB 131 medium was provided by
Life technologies (NY, USA); fetal calf serum (FCS) from Biochrom AG
(Berlin, Germany). Pluronic acid and fura-2 acetoxymethyl ester (Fura-

2-AM) purchased from Invitrogen. Carazolol, 2′-5′-dideoxyadenosine
(dd-Ado) and ICI-118,551 from Sigma Aldrich. 1-[2-(4-
Methoxyphenyl)-2-[3-(4-methoxyphenyl)propoxy]ethyl-1H-imidazole
hydrochloride (SKF 96,365) purchased from TOCRIS (Bristol, UK).

2.2. Diesel exhaust particles, chemical extraction and analysis

Diesel exhaust particles (DEP) collected from the tail-pipe of a diesel
engine (Deutz, 4 cylinder, 2.2 l, 500 rpm) running on gas oil ; were
kindly provided by Flemming R. Cassee (RIVM, the Netherlands). The
physicochemical characteristics of this DEP is available elsewhere
(Brinchmann et al., 2018b; Totlandsdal et al., 2010, 2014). To avoid
loss of semi-volatile organic compounds, the DEP was stored at −18 °C.
Combustion technology has advanced since these particles where col-
lected, but the car-fleet in most cities is still composed of vehicles of
differing age and type. These particles where used since they contain a
high level (approximately 60%) of organic carbon. DEP-EOM was ex-
tracted with a sequence of solvents of increasing polarity ranging from
non-polar to polar and chemically characterized as previously described
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a,b; Cochran and Kubátová, 2015). In short,
DEP-EOM was extracted by sequential pressurized extraction (137 bar)
with: n-hexane (n-Hex-EOM: non-polar), dichloromethane (DCM-EOM:
weakly polar) and methanol (Methanol-EOM: semi-polar) at 100 °C
followed by a final extraction with water at 25 °C (Water-EOM: highly
polar). The solvents were removed by evaporating the samples to dry-
ness under a gentle stream of nitrogen and extracted DEP-EOM re-
suspended in DMSO at concentrations corresponding to extracts from
25mg/mL of the original DEP.

Chemical composition of DEP-EOM fractions: The chemical compo-
sition of the four fractionated DEP-EOM fractions have been char-
acterized elsewhere (Brinchmann et al., 2018a,b). In brief, the majority
of organic chemicals extracted, where contained in the n-Hex- and
DCM-EOM fractions. Furthermore, PAHs and aliphatic hydrocarbons,
where only retrieved in n-Hex- and DCM-EOM. The n-Hex-EOM had
substantially higher concentrations of PAHs and aliphatic hydrocarbons
(respectively 1.5 and 100mg/g DEP) compared to DCM-EOM (respec-
tively 0.3 and 17.5 mg/g DEP). The dominating PAHs and PAH-deri-
vatives contained in n-Hex-EOM were (in rank order): methylated
phenanthrenes and/or anthracenes> >phenanthrene > pyrene >
methylated fluoranthenes and/or pyrenes > chrysene>1-ni-
tropyrene > xanthone > fluoranthene> 9-fluorenone. In DCM-EOM
the only PAHs found in considerable amounts were (in rank order):
pyrene > phenanthrene ≈ fluoranthrene ≈ chrysene. Methylated,
oxidized or nitrated PAH-species were not detected in DCM-EOM
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a). Notably, the total amount of organic
carbon extracted by n-hexane (153mg/g DEP), DCM (113mg/g DEP)
and methanol (62mg/g DEP) decreased according to polarity of the
solvents (Brinchmann et al., 2018b). However, organic carbon was
much more evenly distributed across these three fractions, compared to
PAHs and aliphatic chemicals, which were predominately extracted by
n-hexane. The reason for this apparent discrepancy, was that the DCM
and methanol extracts predominately contained higher molecular
weight (MW) compounds which could not be detected by GC–MS since
their boiling points were above the ∼300 °C of the GC-injector
(Brinchmann et al., 2018b).

2.3. Cell cultures and treatments

Human microvascular endothelial cell-line (HMEC-1) (LGC Standards,
Germany) were maintained in MCDB131 medium containing epidermal
growth factor (10 ng/mL), hydrocortisone (0.2 μg/mL), penicillin (50
unit/mL), and streptomycin (50 μg/mL) and supplemented with 10%
fetal calf serum (FCS), according to the providers instructions.

Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) were maintained in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium, containing penicillin (50 units/
mL) and streptomycin (50 μg/mL) and supplemented with 10% FCS.
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HEK293 permanently expressing β1- and β2ARenergic receptors
(β1AR, β2AR) were obtained by β1AR, β2AR cDNA transfection as
previously described (Mayati et al., 2012b). Briefly, HEK293 were
seeded at 2.5× 105 cells/well in 6-well plates, transfected with either
2.5 μg of empty pcDNA3.1(+)neo vector (HEKwt) or 2.5 μg of
pcDNA3.1(+)neo vector containing HA-tagged human β1AR or β2AR
ORF (HEK β1 and HEK β2), and subsequently selected with G418 sul-
fate (1 mg/mL).

Chemicals were prepared as stock solution in DMSO. The final
concentration of solvent did not exceed 0.2% (v/v); control cultures
received similar concentration of DMSO. In all experiments with che-
mical inhibitors, cells were pre-treated 30min prior to and during ex-
posure.

2.4. Calcium measurements

Variations in intracellular Ca2+ concentrations ([Ca2+]i) were
analysed in HMEC-1 and HEK293 exposed to DEP-EOM, by micro-
spectrofluorometry using the Ca2+ sensitive probe Fura-2AM, as pre-
viously reported (Brinchmann et al., 2018a). Briefly, cells were in-
cubated at 37 °C in cell suspension buffer (134.8mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl,
1.2 mM K2HPO4, 1mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 10mM glucose, 10mM
HEPES, pH 7.4) supplemented with 1.5 μM Fura-2AM and 0.006%
pluronic acid. After 30min loading, cells were washed two times with
the buffer before exposure. DEP-EOM corresponding to 5 μg/mL of
original DEP was added to the buffer as a bolus dose, after 3min of
measuring baseline calcium levels. [Ca2+]i imaging in HMEC-1 exposed
to all four DEP-EOM was conducted at 0 and 60min of exposure. The
experimental protocol for [Ca2+]i imaging in HEK293 and HMEC-1
exposed to n-Hex- or DCM-EOM with or without inhibitors, involved
data acquisition every 10th second (emission at 510 nm) at 340- and
380-nm excitation wavelengths. Changes in [Ca2+]i were monitored
using a DMIRB (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) inverted microscope-based
imaging system equipped with a 40×/1.35 UApo N340 high UV light
transmittance oil immersion objective (Olympus, Waltham, MA, USA),
a CoolSnapHQ fast-cooled monochromatic digital camera (Princeton
instrument), a DG-4 Ultra High Speed Wavelength Switcher (Sutter
Instruments, Novato, CA, USA) for fluorophore excitation, and META-
FLUOR software (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA, USA) for
image acquisition and analysis.. Analysis involved determination of
pixels assigned to each cell. The average pixel value allocated to each
cell was obtained with excitation at each wavelength and corrected for
background. The ratio was obtained after dividing the 340-nm by the
380-nm fluorescence image on a pixel-by-pixel base (R=F340 nm/
F380 nm). Results are presented as normalized calcium level compared
to basal [Ca2+]i measured 3min prior to exposure. Area under the
curve (AUC) was calculated from baseline (1.0).

2.5. Gene expression analysis by real-time qPCR

HMEC-1 destined for q-PCR were grown to near-confluency and
serum starved for a minimum of 12 h prior to exposure. Cells were then
exposed by removing the media and adding growth medium without
FCS containing the various DEP-EOM (n-Hex-, DCM-, Methanol- or
Water-EOM) or DMSO. Exposure concentrations corresponded to 5 or
50 μg/mL of original DEP. After 5 or 24 h exposure, cells were har-
vested and mRNA isolated. Total RNA was isolated using NucleoSpin
RNA Plus (Macherey-Nagel; Düren, Germany) and reverse transcribed
to cDNA on a PCR System 2400 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA)
using a High Capacity cDNA Archive Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA, USA). Real-time qPCR was performed using pre-designed
TaqMan Gene Expression Assays and TaqMan Universal PCR Master
Mix and run on Applied Biosystems 7500 fast software (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Gene expression of induced IL-1α
(Hs00174092_m1), IL-1β (Hs01555410_m1), CXCL8
(Hs00174103_m1), COX-2 (Hs00153133_m1), MMP-1

(Hs00899658_m1), HO-1(Hs01110250_m1), PAI-2/SERPINB2
(Hs01010736_m1), β1AR (Hs02330048_s1) and β2AR
(Hs00240532_s1) were normalized against GAPDH (Hs02758991_g1),
and expressed as fold change compared to untreated control as calcu-
lated by the ΔΔCt method (ΔCt=Ct[Gene of Interest] – Ct[GAPDH];
ΔΔCt = ΔCt[Treated] – ΔCt[Control]; Fold change=2[-ΔΔCt]).

2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by ANOVA with Holm-Sidak post-
test for multiple comparisons. As ANOVA cannot be performed on
normalized data, gene expressions were analyzed using the deltaCT-
values from the q-PCR measurements. Effects on [Ca2+]i were quanti-
fied as area under the curve (AUC) and statistical comparison con-
ducted with non-parametric t-tests. All calculations were performed
using GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego,
CA).

3. Results

3.1. Effects of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i and the involvement of βAR signalling

Cells were first exposed to DEP-EOM fractioned by sequential ex-
traction with solvents of increasing polarity, n-Hex-, DCM-, Methanol-
and Water-EOM, at concentrations corresponding to 5 μg/mL of the
original DEP. [Ca2+]i was measured prior to exposure and after 1 h. In
corroboration with our previous observations (Brinchmann et al.,
2018a), exposure to n-Hex-EOM and DCM-EOM caused a marked (2
fold) [Ca2+]i increase (Fig. 1), compared to baseline levels measured
prior to exposure. The fractions extracted by the two more polar sol-
vents, Methanol- and Water-EOM, had negligible effects on [Ca2+]i in
HMEC-1 (Fig. 1). To explore if n-Hex- and DCM-EOM increased [Ca2+]i
via βAR signalling, we used the potent and unselective βAR-antagonist
carazolol (Innis et al., 1979). Cells were pre-treated with carazolol (10
μM) or DMSO, and exposed 1 h to n-Hex- or DCM-EOM at concentra-
tions corresponding to extracts from 5 μg/mL of original DEP. Carazolol
caused a marked reduction of [Ca2+]i triggered by both n-Hex- and
DCM-EOM in HMEC-1 (Fig. 2). While the overall suppressive effects of
carazolol [Ca2+]i was only slightly larger on DCM-EOM compared to n-
Hex-EOM (as evident from the AUC estimates), DCM-EOM induced
[Ca2+]i was considerably more affected at the later time points. After
60min exposure, carazolol treatment caused almost 70% reduction in
DCM-EOM-induced [Ca2+]i increase, whereas n-Hex-EOM induced
[Ca2+]i was only suppressed by approximately 40%. Gene-expression
analysis of HMEC-1 exposed to the various DEP-EOM indicated that
compounds in n-Hex- and DCM-EOM resulted in a downregulation of
βAR after 24 h exposure (Fig. 3). In line with our previous report on B
[a]P (Mayati et al., 2017), this indicates that lipophilic organic che-
micals extracted by the two least polar solvents interacts with and de-
sensitizes βARs. In contrast, the hydrophilic extracts had no significant
effects.

To further study the link between βAR and increased [Ca2+]i we
explored effects of n-Hex- and DCM-EOM in HEK293 cells, known to
express little or no βAR. HEK293 wild type cells (HEK WT) and HEK293
cells over-expressing β1AR (HEK β1) or β2AR (HEK β2) were then
exposed to n-Hex- or DMC-EOM (5 μg/mL) and [Ca2+]i measured. It
seemed that n-Hex-EOM increased [Ca2+]i via other receptors than
βARs in HEK293, as [Ca2+]i was increased substantially in HEK WT
(Fig. 4A). Notably, over-expression of βAR rather had a negative effect
on n-Hex-EOM triggered [Ca2+]i increase. DCM-EOM on the other
hand, only marginally affected [Ca2+]i in HEK WT, and [Ca2+]i-re-
sponses were considerably stronger in HEK293 overexpressing β1- or
β2AR (Fig. 4B). Thus, DCM-EOM seemed to increase [Ca2+]i via βAR
signalling in HEK293 as well as HMEC-1. To further clarify the role of
βAR in mediating DCM-EOM-triggered calcium we used the more β2-
selective inhibitor ICI-118,551, that reduced [Ca2+]i in HMEC-1
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indicating a possible role of β2AR (Supplementary Fig. S1).
PAR-2 is an important mediator of endothelial dysfunction

(Alberelli and De Candia, 2014). We have previously shown that PAR-2
is involved in mediating the inflammatory responses triggered by n-
Hex- and DCM-EOM in HMEC-1 and primary human endothelial cells
(Brinchmann et al., 2018b). We thus wanted to explore the role of
PAR2in calcium effects of n-Hex and DCM-EOM. The inhibitor ENMD-
1068 (2.5mM) did not affect n-Hex-EOM-induced [Ca2+]i increase
(Fig. 5A), but effects of DCM-EOM was reduced by ENMD-1068 treat-
ment (Fig. 5B).

3.2. Effects of lipophilic DEP-EOM on inflammation-associated genes,
involvement of βARs and [Ca2+]i

In a recent study on the currently used DEP-EOM, we found that n-
Hex- and DCM-EOM affected inflammation-associated genes in HMEC-1
and primary endothelial cells (Brinchmann et al., 2018b). In agreement
with the current results on [Ca2+]i and βAR expression, the hydrophilic
extracts, methanol-EOM and water-EOM had little or no effect on in-
flammation-associated genes. To explore the role of βARs with regard to
expression of genes linked to inflammation, we pre-treated HMEC-1
with the βAR-antagonist carazolol, prior to exposure to n-Hex- and
DCM-EOM at a concentration corresponding to 50 μg/mL of original
DEP. Carazolol did not inhibit the n-Hex-EOM-induced gene-expression
(Fig. 6A), but somewhat surprisingly augmented expression of IL-1α

Fig. 1. Effects of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i in HMEC-1 cell-line. A: Cells plated on glass lamellas were loaded with the Ca2+-sensitive probe Fura2-AM and then
exposed to DEP-EOM (corresponding to 5 μg DEP/mL). [Ca2+]i level measured by normalized ratio of the Fura2-AM probe before exposure and after 60min is
presented. B: HMEC-1 cells exposed to the four DEP-extracts: n-Hex- (i), DCM- (ii), Methanol- (iii) and Water-EOM (iv) are visualized as presented. Results are
expressed as mean ± SEM; n-Hex-EOM and DCM-EOM: n=3; Methanol- and Water-EOM: n= 2). *Statistically significant different from baseline.
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(from 5 fold to 8 fold). By contrast, in HMEC-1 exposed to DCM-EOM
carazolol suppressed the up-regulation of COX-2 primarily, and to a
certain extent CXCL8 and MMP-1(Fig. 6B). Induction of MMP-1 was
small and effects on CXCL8 were variable, thus these effects should be
interpreted with caution.

In an attempt to further link inflammatory effects to [Ca2+]i, we
applied SKF 96,365, an inhibitor of transient receptor potential (TRP)
channels. We previously found that SKF 96,365 reduced effects of DCM-
EOM and to a lesser degree n-Hex-EOM on [Ca2+]i (Brinchmann et al.,
2018a). HMEC-1 pre-treated with SKF 96,365 or DMSO, were exposed
5 h to n-Hex- or DCM-EOM (50 μg/mL). None of the inflammation-as-
sociated genes induced by n-Hex-EOM were significantly affected by
SKF 96,365 (Fig. 7A), while DCM-EOM-induced COX-2 was markedly
reduced (Fig. 7B).

4. Discussion

The intracellular second messenger calcium is kept at a low cyto-
plasmic concentration in resting cells (Clapham, 2007). Furthermore,
inflammatory effects of xenobiotics known to be present on DEP often
seem to depend on [Ca2+]i (Monteiro et al., 2008; N’Diaye et al., 2006;
Øvrevik et al., 2017). Recent studies suggest that some PAHs and DEP
may trigger [Ca2+]i increase as well as inflammation via GPCRs like
βARs and PAR-2 (Bach et al., 2015; Li et al., 2011; Mayati et al., 2014,
2012b; Le Ferrec and Øvrevik, 2018). Notably, effects of DEP on
[Ca2+]i and MMP-1 seemed to be due to lipophilic EOMs in bronchial

cells (Li et al., 2011). In line with this, we previously found that lipo-
philic DEP-EOM triggered pro-inflammatory responses and disrupted
[Ca2+]i via AhR nongenomic signalling in endothelial cells
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a, b). In the current study we investigated the
role of the GPCRs βAR and PAR-2 in these effects and the role of
[Ca2+]i increase in the pro-inflammatory effects of DEP-EOMs. We
found that n-Hex- and DCM-EOM in contrast to the more polar DEP-
EOM increased [Ca2+]i in HMEC-1, and that these effects partly de-
pended on βARs. Furthermore, some of the inflammation associated
genes induced by DCM-EOM seemed to depend on βARs, and effects on
[Ca2+]i and COX-2 seemed partly interconnected.

Effects of PM depends on various physicochemical properties, im-
plying that PM and its constituents may trigger toxic responses via
multiple mechanisms (Lewtas, 2007; Longhin et al., 2016; Øvrevik
et al., 2017). While the larger particles (PM10) are associated with lung
damage, the smaller particles (PM2,5) have been especially connected to
CVD (Alfaro-Moreno et al., 2007; Brook et al., 2010). Interestingly,
ultrafine particles with even more pro-atherogenic potential than
PM2,5, contained twice as much organic chemicals (Araujo et al., 2008).
Furthermore, particulates denuded of organic chemicals lost their
atherogenic potential (Keebaugh et al., 2015). Thus, it seems that or-
ganic chemicals may be crucial in vascular effects caused by combus-
tion particles. Based on this we chose a DEP sample with a high organic
content.

We have previously fund that DEP-EOM increased [Ca2+]i in
HMEC-1 at non-cytotoxic concentrations, and the induced changes were
at least partly reversible at concentrations currently used (5 μg/mL)
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a,b). More specifically, n-Hex-EOM appeared
to trigger store operated calcium entry (SOCE), while DCM-EOM acti-
vated a [Ca2+]i response resembling receptor-operated calcium entry
(ROCE), that seemed totally dependent on extracellular calcium, in

Fig. 2. Effects of the βAR antagonist carazolol on n-Hex- and DCM-EOM
triggered [Ca2+]i in HMEC-1. Cells were pre-treated with the unselective βAR
antagonist carazolol (10 μM) or vehicle (DMSO) 30min prior to exposure. Three
min after measurements were started, cells were exposed to n-Hex- or DCM-
EOM (5 μg/mL). [Ca2+]i level measured by normalized ratio of the Fura2-AM
probe during exposure is presented as graph and the area under the curve
(AUC) 0–60min, as mean and mean ± SEM (n=3). *Statistically significant
different from no inhibitor.

Fig. 3. DEP-EOM affects βAR expression in HMEC-1. Cells were exposed to
DEP-EOM (5 and 50 μg/mL) ranging from lipophilic to hydrophilic, n-Hexane,
DCM-, Methanol-, Water-EOM or vehicle (DMSO) alone. The expression of
ADRβ1 and ADRβ2 was measured by q-PCR after 2 and 24 h. The m-RNA levels
are relative to DMSO, represented by the dotted line at 1. Results are expressed
as mean ± SEM (n=4). *Statistically significant different from unexposed
controls.
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HMEC-1. Both effects seemed largely dependent on AhR nongenomic
signalling (Brinchmann et al., 2018a). Chemical analysis of these DEP-
extracts showed marked differences in chemical composition. While n-
Hex-EOM contained a multitude of PAHs, we only detected consider-
able amounts of phenanthrene, fluoranthene, pyrene and chrysene in
DCM-EOM. Ongoing studies have revealed that it is difficult to estimate
calcium responses from chemical composition in complex mixtures, as
B[a]P attenuated pyrene-induced [Ca2+]i increase (Brinchmann et al.,
2018c). Thus, the marked differences in [Ca2+]i response patterns in-
duced by the two DEP-EOM fractions (SOCE vs ROCE) may indeed re-
late to differences in chemical composition, more specifically a changed
balance between specific PAHs. However, the total amount of organic
chemicals was higher in n-Hex- (∼150mg/g of original DEP) compared
to DCM-EOM (∼110mg/g), and n-Hex-EOM contained approximately
5-fold more PAHs and 7-fold more aliphatic compounds (Brinchmann
et al., 2018a). Furthermore, we have found that n-Hex-EOM increased
[Ca2+]i at considerably lower concentrations than DCM-EOM
(Brinchmann et al., 2018a). Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that
discrepancies in [Ca2+]i response patterns may just relate to higher
concentrations of organic compounds in n-Hex-EOM.

The most robust finding of the present study is that βARs were in-
volved in effects of DCM-EOM on [Ca2+]i in both HMEC-1 and HEK293.
Compared to HMEC-1, βARs are poorly expressed in HEK293 WT cells
(Mayati et al., 2012b; von Zastrow and Kobilka, 1992). In line with this,
DCM-EOM induced only marginal [Ca2+]i responses in HEK293 WT
cells, but this response was substantially increased in HEK293 over-
expressing β1- or β2AR. This thus indicates that βARs mediated-effects
of chemicals present in DCM-EOM may not be restricted by cell type.

Acknowledging that these lipophilic DEP-EOM affect multiple me-
chanisms, it is tempting to speculate that DCM-EOM activates ROCE via
the GPCRs βAR and PAR-2. Studies indicating that certain PAHs may
act as βAR agonists and that DEP increase [Ca2+]i via PAR-2 in human
bronchial cells, lend support to this suggestion (Li et al., 2011; Mayati
et al., 2014, 2012b; Mayati et al., 2017). However, as we have pre-
viously observed that DCM-EOM increased [Ca2+]i via AhR-dependent
mechanisms, the possibility that GPCRs could be trans-activated
downstream of AhR activation also needs to be considered.

Notably, AhR-nongenomic signalling appears to be the main trig-
gering mechanism for both the n-Hex- and DCM-EOM induced [Ca2+]i-
increase in HMEC-1 (Brinchmann et al., 2018a). While the carazolol-
effect suggests that βARs also contributed to n-Hex-EOM-induced
[Ca2+]i-increase in HMEC-1, the results obtained in HEK293 appeared
quite contradictory. In HEK293 WT, which constitutively express
marginal levels of βAR (von Zastrow and Kobilka, 1992), n-Hex-EOM
increased [Ca2+]i markedly, clearly showing that this effect was in-
dependent of βARs and triggered via other signalling mechanisms.
Furthermore, overexpression of β1-/β2AR suppressed n-Hex-EOM
triggered [Ca2+]i-increase in HEK293, thus strongly suggesting that
there also may be negative crosstalk between β1-/β2AR and AhR sig-
nalling pathways, in addition to the positive crosstalk previously re-
ported (Brinchmann et al., 2018a). The nature and overall relevance of
this apparent interaction between AhR- and βAR-signalling remains to
clarify. It should however, be noted that examples from the literature
indicate that increase of βAR-signalling may negatively affect other

Fig. 4. Effects of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i in HEK293 WT, β1 and β2. A: Three
min after measurements were started, HEK WT or HEK cells over expressing
β1AR or β2AR were exposed to n-Hex- or DCM-EOM (5 μg/mL). [Ca2+]i level
measured by normalized ratio of the Fura2-AM probe during exposure is pre-
sented as graph and AUC 0–60min, as mean and mean ± SEM (n=3). # and
*statistically significant different from HEK WT.

Fig. 5. Inhibition of PAR-2 and [Ca2+]i increased by n-Hex- and DCM-EOM
in HMEC-1. Cells were incubated in buffer with or without the PAR-2 inhibitor
ENMD-1068 (2.5mM) 30min prior to exposure. Three min after measurements
were started, the cells were exposed to n-Hex- or DCM-EOM at concentrations
corresponding to 5 μg/mL of the original DEP or vehicle control (DMSO).
[Ca2+]i level measured by normalized ratio of the Fura2-AM probe during
exposure is presented as graph and the area under the curve (AUC) 0–45min, as
mean and mean ± SEM (n-Hex-EOM: n= 1; DCM-EOM: n= 3), respectively.
*Significantly different from no inhibitor.
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signalling pathways and thus [Ca2+]i. For instance, phosphatidylino-
sitol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)-dependent calcium channels will be ne-
gatively affected by βARs ligands that primarily activate phospholipase
C (PLC), leading to PIP2 hydrolysis (Putney and Tomita, 2012; Suh and
Hille, 2005). As PIP2 positively regulates a wide range of ion channels,
a reduction of PIP2-levels through hydrolysis would be expected to
reduce Ca2+-influx through these channels (Suh and Hille, 2005).

COX-2 may produce prostaglandin E2, which promotes expression
of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), tissue destruction, cell death and

destabilization of atherosclerotic plaques (Bishop-Bailey et al., 2006;
Gomez et al., 2014, 2013; Newby, 2016; Walton et al., 1999). In
bronchial epithelial cells it has been found that lipophilic components
of DEP induce MMP-1 via calcium signalling (Li et al., 2011). Thus, a
central focus of this study was to explore whether DEP-EOM-induced
increases in [Ca2+]i and gene-expression were interconnected, or rather
parallel events. The βAR antagonist carazolol and the calcium antago-
nist SKF96365, had little or no effect on n-Hex-EOM and most of the
genes induced by DCM-EOM where unaffected. Thus, βARs and Ca2+-

Fig. 6. Effects of carazolol on n-Hex- and DCM-EOM induced genes in HMEC-1. Cells were pre-treated with carazolol (10 μM) 30min and exposed to 50 μg/mL of
the lipophilic fractions, n-Hex- (A) or DCM-EOM (B), or vehicle (DMSO). Gene expression measured after 5 h by q-PCR. The m-RNA levels are expressed relative to
DMSO, represented by the dotted line at 1. The results are expressed as mean ± SEM (n=3). *Statistically significant difference from unexposed controls.
#Statistically significant difference from cells exposed to DEP-EOM without inhibitor.
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signalling did not seem to be pivotal in mediating the observed effects
on inflammation-associated genes. However, DCM-EOM-induced COX-
2 expression was reduced by both carazolol and SKF96365, indicating
that Ca2+-signalling is an upstream event at least partly involved in
regulation of COX-2. This may be related to protein kinase C (PKC),
which is involved in the regulation of COX-2 and is activated by Ca2+

and di-acyl-glycerol (DAG) (Mochly-Rosen et al., 2012). Moreover,
GPCRs may activate PLC, which is detrimental to [Ca2+]i-regulation
(Putney and Tomita, 2012). Thus, a possible chain of events is that
certain lipophilic chemicals in DEP may activate GPCRs, directly or
indirectly through AhR, subsequently triggering the PLC/DAG/Ca2+/

PKC-cascade leading to activation of COX-2 and other pro-in-
flammatory genes. In contrast, n-Hex-EOM-induced gene expression
was not affected by neither SKF96365 nor carazolol, despite effects of
these inhibitors on n-Hex-EOM-induced [Ca2+]i in HMEC-1. Thus,
[Ca2+]i does not seem central to these responses. However, care should
be taken when comparing these findings, as effects on inflammation-
associated genes were examined after 5 h exposure to 10-fold higher
DEP-EOM-concentrations than those used to study Ca2+-signalling over
the first 60min of exposure.

In conclusion, neither βAR nor PAR-2 were consistently involved in
effects of n-Hex-EOM in HMEC-1 cells, but both GPCRs seemed at least

Fig. 7. Effects of the calcium channel inhibitor SKF 96365 on n-Hex- and DCM-EOM induced genes in HMEC-1. Cells were pre-treated with SKF96365 (10 μM)
30min and exposed to 50 μg/mL of the lipophilic fractions, n-Hex- (A) or DCM-EOM (B), or vehicle (DMSO). Gene expression measured after 5 h by q-PCR. The m-
RNA levels are expressed relative to DMSO, represented by the dotted line at 1. The results are expressed as mean ± SEM (n=3). *Statistically significant difference
from unexposed controls. #Statistically significant difference from cells exposed to DEP-EOM without inhibitor.
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partly involved in regulation of calcium signalling and COX-2 responses
in cells exposed to DCM-EOM. This discrepancy in involvement of
GPCRs in cellular effects of DEP-EOM fractionated by solvents of in-
creasing polarity is likely due to differences in chemical composition
and/or the amount of active compounds extracted. Thus, βAR and PAR-
2, does not appear to play a major role in mediating the observed effects
of DEP-EOM on [Ca2+]i and inflammation-associated genes in HMEC-1,
but may conceivably contribute to modulate responses.
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